
Hillbilly Club

Mixer: Cow Pattie Toss
Form four teams. Have each team make a human pyramid and then have the person on the top of the 
pyramid throw “cow patties” to try and knock over stacks of bottles. Have the groups doing this at the 
same time.  

Participation 1: Cricket Spit
Have 6 kids come up and compete to see who can spit a cricket into the crowd the farthest

Participation 2: PB&J Toe Sandwiches
Have 6 kids come and partner up. One kid sits in a chair while the other kid sits on the ground. The kid in 

the chair makes PB & J with their toes and feeds it, with their feet, to their partner

Running Skit Participation: Tag Team Two Liter
Have 12 kids come up and pair off. Give each pair a 2 liter of soda and have them race to finish the 

bottle first-each pair tags back and forth to drink it down the fastest.

Entertainment: Viking Skit
Use the song La Fortuna by Wagner. The music starts and the “Viking” comes out dressed in a Viking 
helmet and toga, carrying a pillow in each hand. He never says anything, he just swings the pillows 
around and hits people as he makes his way through the crowd. As the music builds, he points to a kid 
and then points to the front. They proceed to the front of the club, right at the climax of the song, they 
start a pillow fight. The kid always wins and the Viking runs off the stage.

Announcements: Hot Girl Announcements
You can do this several ways, you can have a couple of hot girl or guy leaders read the announcements 
or you could go out to the mall or to the school campus and have different hot girls/guys read the 
announcements. You can play with this one and do almost anything…hot grandma, hot baby, hot bus 
driver…the sky’s the limit!

New Kids:

Message:


